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Schedule Changes

• Quiz 2: JavaScript/jQuery: March 20
– Close book, close note, paper-based
– For preparation, check the study guide
– We will learn jQuery in the week after Spring Break. 

Students who would like to prepare for the quiz over 
the break can start learning the jQuery materials 
(available on the course website)

• Exam 1: April 3
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Agenda

• Reviewing Challenge 4
• Functions
• Objects

– Properties, methods, events
• Useful events
• Making your own functions
• Starting Challenge 5
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What’s a function?
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In mathematics, a function is 
one or more rules that are 
applied to an input in order to 
generate an output.

The input is the number or 
value put into the function.

The output is the number or 
value that the function 
generates.



What is a function? (2)
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• In programming, a function is a collection of statements 
grouped together to perform a specific task.

• Functions can receive zero, one, or more pieces of input and 
using one or more programming statements to generate some 
output.

• Programmers love to use functions! Once a function is 
written, it can be reused over and over and over again under 
different circumstances. 



Use function expression to define a function
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The syntax for a function expression

var variableName = function(parameters) {
// statements that run when the function is executed

};

A function expression with no parameters that doesn’t return a value

var showYear = function() {
console.log( "The year is 2019");

};

How to call the function
showYear();



Functions that return a value as output
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var feet_to_inches = function(HowManyFeet){
var x = HowManyFeet * 12;
return x;

};

var convertToCelcius = function(degrees_fahrenheit){
var the_answer = (degrees_fahrenheit - 32) * ( 5 / 9 );
return the_answer;

};

How to call these functions
feet_to_inches(1); //returns 12

convertToCelcius(32); //returns 0



Another that do not return a value as output
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var bottles_of_beer_song = function(iterations){
for (var i = iterations; i > 0; i--){
console.log(i + ' bottles of beer on the wall, ' );
console.log(i + ' bottles of beer!');
console.log('Take one down, pass it around, ' );
console.log((i - 1) + ' bottles of beer on the wall!');
console.log(' '); //print a blank line

}
};

See fun01.html and fun02.html in funtimes.zip
Don’t forget to set and use breakpoints in the Chrome Developer Tools!

How to call this function
bottles_of_beer_song(5);



Objects
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Objects in real life

Slide 10

In real life, a car is an object.

A car has properties like weight and color,

methods like start and drive,

and events that can happen to it, like coming across obstacles:

Object Properties Methods Events
car.name = “Fiat”;
car.model = 500;
car.color = “white”;

car.start();
car.drive(speed);
car.brake() ;
car.stop();

car.onObstacle(     
function (){      

takeEvasiveAction()
} ); 



What’s an object?
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In JavaScript, an object is known as a complex data type.

It’s “complex” because, unlike primitive data types (like number 
and string), objects can hold more than one value.

Objects have properties, methods, and events:
• We call the values stored in objects, properties. Properties are like nouns.
• Methods enable the object to perform actions. Methods are like verbs.  
• Events describe what can happen to an object.  Events are like triggers.

Being able to specify properties, methods, and events makes the 
object data type a very powerful tool for any programming task.



The syntax for object properties and methods
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The syntax for accessing a property of an object
objectName.propertyName

Example: window.location

The syntax for calling a method of an object
objectName.methodName(parameters)

Example: 
window.alert("This is a test of the alert method"); 

objectName methodName parameter (input)

objectName propertyName



A property of the String object
length

A few of the methods
indexOf(search,position)
substr(start,length)
substring(start,stop)
toLowerCase()
toUpperCase()

Examples that use a String object
var name = "Grace Hopper";
var nameUpper = name.toUpperCase();
var nameLength = name.length; // nameLength = 12
var index = name.indexOf(" "); // index = 5
var firstName = name.substr(0, index);

Objects are everywhere: Strings
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Take note:
• name.length is a property. It has a 

single value.  

• Meanwhile, name.toLowerCase() is a 
method. The method does something.

• Method names all end with a pair of 
parenthesis.



Objects are everywhere: Numbers
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Congratulations.  You are now part of the very 
secret society that understand that *everything* in 
JavaScript is object-oriented.

Methods of the Number object
toFixed(precision)

toString()

Examples that use a Number object
var x = 3.1415;
var x_rounded = x.toFixed(2);// x_rounded = "3.14"
var x_string = x.toString(); // x_string = "3.1415"



What is an event?

• Events occur when users click on a link, hover over an 
element, type on the keyboard, resize the window, or 
when the page they requested as loaded.

• An event is the computer’s way of sticking up its hands 
to say, “Hey, this just happened!”

• Our code can then respond to these events with event 
handlers.
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An illustration of an event
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(1) A user interacts 
with the page

Event!

This means that an event occurs

function ( ) {
….}

(2) The event then triggers some 
JavaScript code (an event handler) to 
run as response



The only events you need… 
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The syntax for a jQuery event method

$(selector).eventMethodName(function() {
// the statements of the event handler

});

In this course, we will limit ourselves to two events:

1. the “click” event

2. the “document ready” event



The “click” event… 
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#1. The “click” event takes place when a tag (usually a button) is 
clicked.

We can use jQuery to detect the click 
event, like this:

$('#some_id_here').click();

When the click event happens, 
the statements inside these 
parenthesis executes.

Here we are identifying the tag 
being clicked.



But wait, there’s more…
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$('#some_id_here').click(function(){
// … all the commands go here

});

When we specify the statements that are to 
be executed in response to the click event, 
we *must* bundle them together as a 
single function.  This is true if we have 
one statement to execute or many.

Like this.
$('#button_a').click(

function(){
console.log('Button A was clicked.');

} // end of function
); //end of click event



The “document ready” event
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#2. The “document ready” event takes place when an html document is 
completely loaded into the browser.

We can use jQuery to detect the 
document ready event, like this:

$(document).ready( );

I am 
ready!

Again the function to execute goes 
inside these parenthesis, like this:

See fun03.html, fun04.html and 
fun05.html)

$(document).ready(function(){
console.log('Yo, world! I 

am ready!');
} // end of function

);



Putting it all together
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In fun06.html, let’s write some HTML 
and JavaScript that waits for a user to 
click on a button.

When the user clicks on the button, 
prompt the user for degrees 
Fahrenheit and calculate the degrees 
Celsius.

• Define a function named 
convertFahrenheitToCelsius to do the 
math for you.

• Display the degrees Celsius on the page



Why would you want to do all that?
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• Functions in JavaScript (or any other programming language) 
allow us to “divide and conquer”.  They provide a mechanism to 
break large, complicated problems down into a collection of 
smaller, simpler problems.

• Functions allow us to assign meaningful names to blocks of code.  
For example: the name convertFahrenheitToCelsius is more 
understandable that y = (32 – x ) * (5/9);

• Functions help us avoid writing the same sort of code, over and 
over.  Once I write a convertFahrenheitToCelsius function, why 
would I ever write that formula ever again?  I shouldn’t have to.



Challenge 5: Kitchen Calculators (due Sunday)
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In this challenge, we’ll practice writing functions to do 
some calculations for us.

We’ll integrate these simple calculations with buttons on a 
web page. 
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